Design and operation of a scanning electrochemical microscope for imaging with continuous line probes.
This article describes a home-built scanning electrochemical microscope capable of achieving high areal imaging rates through the use of continuous line probes (CLPs) and compressed sensing (CS) image reconstruction. The CLP is a nonlocal probe consisting of a band electrode, where the achievable spatial resolution is set by the thickness of the band and the achievable imaging rate is largely determined by its width. A combination of linear and rotational motors allows for CLP scanning at different angles over areas up to 25 cm2 to generate the raw signal necessary to reconstruct the desired electrochemical image using CS signal analysis algorithms. Herein, we provide detailed descriptions of CLP fabrication, microscope design, and the procedures used to carry out scanning electrochemical microscopy imaging with CLPs. In order to illustrate the basic operating procedures for the microscope, line scans and images measured in the substrate generation-probe-collection mode for flat samples containing platinum disk electrodes are presented. These exemplary measurements illustrate methods for calibrating the positioning system, positioning and cleaning the CLP, and verifying proper positioning/probe sensitivity along its length.